
 
 
 
 
  
LAST PATCH family includes Last Patch Gel, Last Patch Dymond, and Last Patch Limestone.  These are all fast-
curing urethane materials.  Major benefit of this technology is uv-stability (non-yellowing), fast curing, and ability 
to cure at low winter temperatures. 
 

Last Patch Gel, clear product, the first Last Patch product we developed back in 1995.  LOTS of history used as a 
surface patching material for shiny stones, mostly polished granite.  Also used in headstone repairs, filling-in 
spelling mistakes.  Preferred over Last Patch Dymond because it is easier to sand-blast (that’s how they carve the 
letters and numbers into headstones.  The sand simply “bounces off” Dymond).  Another use for Last Patch Gel is 
to fill holes in stone, for example when they remove a sign from a wall, the bolt holes are still there. 
 
Last Patch Dymond, a much harder, faster-curing version of Gel.  Becoming more popular than the original (except 
for headstones—see above).   All of the Repair Kits include Dymond, not Gel. 
 

Last Patch Limestone, basically a textured and colored version of Gel.  We add tints to give color, and powders 
to give texture.  This product is much preferred for grainy stones like limestone and sandstone, since (once it’s 
cured and sanded), the result more closely resembles the actual stone.  The other products are too smooth and 
too shiny.  
 

Historical Restoration Mortar (HRM) - We developed this product when the recession hit in 2008.  People were 
telling us “We love Last Patch, but it’s expensive. We realize it may last 100 years, but we don’t necessarily need 
that durability for a lot of our projects.  Can’t you give us a less expensive alternative?”    So, we developed 
HRM.  HRM is NOT a clear product, so it does NOT compete with Gel or Dymond. It is a VERY good alternative to 
Last Patch Limestone. It gives pretty much the same properties; fast cure, uv-stability, mimics the stone color and 
texture, but at a reduced price (about 30% less).   HRM is an entirely different chemistry than LP Limestone, it is a 
lime-based mortar, with an acrylic latex hardener.   Being water-based, however, you CANNOT use it in the 
winter, it will freeze before it cures. 
 

Here is a quick comparison of LP Limestone and HRM, and reasons one might choose either product: 
 

• Best strength, longest expected lifetime:    Last Patch Limestone is much stronger than HRM.  We say LP 
Lime will last 80+ years, HRM 20 years. 

• Easiest to work with:  HRM, by far.  The mix ratio (A:B) is pretty critical for LP Limestone, get it wrong, and 
it won’t cure.  But HRM is very forgiving, you can add as much or as little of the latex to adjust the working 
viscosity to your liking, and it will not materially affect the strength. 

• Substrate preparation: both products require clean and dust-free.  But LP Limestone MUST have a dry 
surface, like all urethanes, and moisture present at the surface will interfere with proper cure.  HRM has a 
definite advantage here, being water-base itself, it tolerates dampness very well. 

• Color and texture, once cured, HRM looks good, no further work required.  But LP Limestone cures to a 
grainy, shiny product.  To get the right color/texture/gloss, you have to grind it flush with the surface.  Not 
only is this an additional step, but it’s very difficult to do this on a curved surface, like a column.  HRM is 
SO much easier for these applications. 

• What if it rains? The patch might look good dry, but when it gets wet, we want the patch to look the same 
as the wet stone. We want the patch to darken like the stone does when it gets wet.  HRM excels at this, 
LP Limestone is just OK… 

• Lastly, a property called “breathability”, defined as the ability (or resistance to) the movement of water 
vapor through the patch.  Many specifications call for a breathable product, they want any moisture in the 
stone (from rain or snow, for instance) to be able to evaporate through the patch, rather than try to 
“push” through a non-permeable patch and thus “pop” the patch.   HRM is breathable, LP Limestone is 
not.  


